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locations affected
 by the same event. 

28,500 years ago.
 

Volcano eruption.
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WESTERN SPRING

“The water that feeds the lake at Western Springs is 
rain falling on the slopes of the volcanoe”.

Past: western springs was part of a farming land.

Historic











 Comtemporary

POINT CHEV 

“Soil is mostly clay without
 the overlay of volcanic material”

Texture







Artist Project 

POINT CHEV 
“sail-shaped panels that highlight local history and 

heritage, environment, culture, and activities”.

Artist:Whitecliffe lecturer, Zoë Nash









Re-worked
Typography: Spilt Milk

POINT CHEV 



 TYPOGRAPHY
Changing the word & the typography







Project I wish to under take

Using typography to create words that relate to my interest in my choosen location/event 
and also exploure different ways I can present this. 

 



Final Output
Final Output

 A series of photography with typography(digital)
    A series of typography it self (digital and drawings) 

-

 projected on a sculpture or a space.

Final Pieces
Best pieces choosen from the series 

How much work ?

Photography with typography (digital) 10-30
Typography (digital and drawings) 10-30

Final pieces(projections) 1-4
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